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Abstract 

 

To be a member of a Community of Practice, one needs not only grasp the required technical genre 

but be linguistically competent and more importantly, be understood by the professionals in the said realm. 

This study, as part of a bigger study, accentuates one of the essential communicative competence constructs, 

i.e. the structural competence as required in technical oral presentations, an everyday communicative event 

expected of engineers in workplace environment. In communicating effectively, graduates not only need to 

master the oral competency of technical genre but champion structural competence embodied within 

presentations to accelerate audience understanding who stem from diverse technical or non-technical 

background. The study which takes on a mixed method design approach uses SPSS to analyze 25 items 

within the structural content construct and qualitative feedback obtained from stakeholders (graduates, 

language lecturers, engineering lecturers and employers) involved in technical oral presentation. The 

quantitative data findings indicated the importance to be clear, precise, coherent during the elaboration of 

a content. The quantitative findings suggest that engineers equated higher importance to such structural 

features in a presentation. The qualitative analysis indicates the importance for speakers to utilize  transition 

words and phrases, sectional referencing, syntax, structured explanation, simplified details and evidence, 

and methodological and holistic explanation to indicate the linguistic and syntactical features necessary for 

graduates to  communicate competently  during such workplace related oral communicative events. 

Pedagogical implications are discussed to enrich the teaching and learning of structural competence, genre 

and language use vital for effective professional workplace technical oral presentations. 
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1. Introduction 

Communication skills imply particular workplace oral, non-verbal and listening communication 

skills in different context with different people. As communicative skills acquisition is included in all 

universities curricula, the undoubted fact is assumed that the majority of graduates are good at 

communication (Lavrysh, 2017). However, the opposite is in actual fact. Studies resonate graduates 

umpteenth communication challenges from university-to-workplace transition, where graduates face 

difficulties as they transition from a member of the academic community to that as a member of a 

professional Community of Practice (COP), vis-à-vis, as a member of the professional engineering 

community (Artemeva, 2009; Ashford et al., 2017; Wingate, 2015). COP encapsulates shared mutual 

interest and a common ground for members from different backgrounds (i.e. academic and professional 

community) to learn, communicate, practice and relate to engineering practices commonly acknowledged 

among the practitioners in the said community (Lave & Wenger, 1991, 1998). In this context, the shared 

knowledge held among the different COP is the mutual involvement in an everyday workplace related oral 

communicative event, i.e. technical oral presentations, which are a norm and part of the job description for 

engineers. 

 

2. Problem Statement 

Despite its crucial impotance as a fundamental soft skill, much discord prevails among prospective 

employers on graduates apparent lack of communication skills in workplace environments, there still exusts 

the gap on communicative ability of graduates in the workplace (Bhattacharyya, 2014; Garces& Black, 

2015; Rahman, Omar, Mustafa, Jusoh, &Romaiha, 2016; Selvadurai, Choy, &Maros, 2012; Walther, 

Miller, &Sochacka, 2017). Why is such discord prevalent among employers when graduates have been 

exposed to communication skills in their English Language subjects since primary to secondary schiool 

education? Why are our graduates lacking in the said soft skill? What aspect of linguistic competence is 

actually missing in their communicative ability when required to communicate in any form of oral 

communicative event? Graven & Lerman (2003) expresses similar concerns over what cognitive processes 

(i.e. learning) that occurs when members are situated together since primary school days. The concern of 

communicative competence among learners in ESL classrooms is felt globally over the language repertoire 

is questionable (Friedrich & Matsuda, 2010; Khajavy, Ghonsooly, Hosseini Fatemi, & Choi, 2016; 

Williams, 2017). What then is the language repertoire necessary to enhance the graduates communicative 

ability to present, deliver and communicate effectively with confidence in varied professional and technical 

settings? 

To attain an insight on the said dilemna, it is imperative to understand the notion of communication 

skills. Communication skills essentailly denotes an interplay of linguistic norms set in a communicative 

context. It indicates a speaker’s ability to interact technical knowledge on a specialized field with people 

(Bagarić&Djigunović, 2007; Jarosz & Ilene J. Busch-Vishniac., 2006; Louhiala-Salminen&Kankaanranta, 

2011; Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). Learning to communicate effectively is not limited to the 

ability of delivering better reports and presentations, but learning how to communicate with people from 

different positions, disciplines, and even walks of life. It indicates one’s ability to express oneself 
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effectively, in written/oral reports and when working with different groups of people (Brunhaver, Korte, 

Barley, & Sheppard, 2017; Verderber, Verderber, &Sellnow, 2013). For effective communication to take 

place in any form of oral communicative events (such as technical oral presentations), adequate structures, 

discourse and rhetorical features are required to make meaning understood in a presentation (Fareen, 2017; 

Herman, Hall, Kuzawa, Wahlin, & Faure, 2017). However, despite the inclusion of communication skills 

in the curricula, studies indicate graduates still indicate the gap in linguistic repertoire necessary to present 

clearly and confidently to the audience (Lavrysh, 2017; Moore & Morton, 2017). The importance of 

communication skills as part of the national curricula is undoubted but the reality of graduates 

communicative competence warrants the need for a revisit to ensure continued sustenance of human capital 

necessary for national economic development plans (Eleventh Malaysian Plan 11MP, 2015). This study 

aims to investigate that gap on pertinent linguistic and structural features necessaryfor graduates to acquire 

the required communicative competence in the professional context.  

Technical oral presentations denote formal presentations presented to a varied audience comprising 

either experts, non-experts or a blend of both. What then are the communicative challenges from a linguistic 

perspective as faced by would-be presenters when presenting to a varied audience in a professional 

workplace environment? The perspective from various stakeholders’ are shared to understand this linguistic 

phenomenon within an engineering realm. What are the structural competencies expected of graduates of 

the 21st century to communicate competently during critique sessions within technical oral presentations?  

Being technically competent, does not solely imply one’s mastery of technical jargon but the ability 

to structure sentences with the apt choice of selected words to reinforce, emphasize or create an impact of 

a certain point addressed to the audience. In fact, for presenters to be considered competent, presenters need 

to exhibit knowledge of the syntax and appropriate language use required in the context of a presentation 

integrated within socio-cultural boundaries. In other words, presenters need to exhibit both knowledge of 

presentation competence, mastery of presentation language exhibited with socio-cultural awareness of the 

audiences’ needs. This notion of being linguistically competent as pointed out by Hymes (1972) is mirrored 

in Celce-Murcia’s (2007) model of communicative competence which embeds  linguistic, strategic and 

socio-cultural competence.  

This implies that to be understood, one not only needs to integrate and exploit second language use 

through communicative strategies but possess the knowledge and skills on the use of grammatical 

competence in oral presentations. Thus, for graduates to be understood, linguistic knowledge and 

competence in the use of grammar, diction, use of language, discourse markers within the context are among 

some of the basic features for presentations professional success. In this respect, it is vital that graduates 

are not only equipped with the focused target academic language needs necessary for specific and 

professional practice (Hyland, 2006; Sheldon, 2004) but more importantly possess syntactic knowledge and 

skills and other dimensions of language as a system are then realistically treated within the context of social 

reality and not in isolation (Newby, 2017).  

Structural competence, as a sub-set of communicative competence, is a syntactical construct which 

emphasizes structural layout, coherence and the ability of a speaker to focus on the core issue of a 

presentation (Celce-Murcia, 2007).Structural competence refers to thematic consistency, holistic markers, 

accuracy and clarity. Such structural features enable graduates to signal audience the different sections of 
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discussion in a presentation. Structural markers like “the next point…”, “this shows the… ”, “I am going 

to explain about the…”and “…this brings the next point of discussion…” which cues the audience on the 

movement from one part of the presentation to another section (Koch, 2010). Such use of transitional words, 

phrases and sentences help achieve a coherent flow in the presentation.   

Thus, in making meaning and conveying a message effectively in technical oral presentation, 

graduates must possess the knowledge, utilize the appropriate choice of words and structured in a coherent 

flow to align to audience’s needs. Linguistic and structural competences as sub-sets of communicative 

competence are necessary conventions expected of graduates to be able to handle both written and oral 

language in academic or professional context (Oman, 2017). However, the challenge lies in the ability to 

identify the necessary structural features required in such professional context and setting. Studies 

accentuate the need for present day graduates require the necessary linguistic and structural features to be 

able to compete as a “global” specialist to eventually facilitate fruitful coherent communication and 

resolutions at the workplace (Carter-Thomas & Rowley-Jolivet, 2003; Lavrysh, 2017; Šipka, 2017). In such 

oral assessments, the study aims to understand if there are structural competencies that need to be enhanced 

and better understood by graduates as required in technical oral presentations. 

 

3. Research Questions 

As there is limited literature available on the structural competence devices necessary to facilitate 

successful presentations, this study (as part of a larger study) seeks to address the following research 

question: 

 What are the structural competency features deemed necessary by stakeholders (i.e.  graduates, 

engineers, language lecturers and engineering lecturers) to create an effective technical oral 

presentation? 

 

4. Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study is to investigate the perceptions of structural competence necessary to 

facilitate successful presentations as deemed by the stakeholders.   

 

5. Research Methods 

In order to examine the structural features necessary for effective technical oral presentations, the 

researcher employed a mixed method approach. A quantitative survey was first utilized among 240 

graduates and 66 engineers involved in technical oral presentations to identify the necessary structural items 

required technical oral presentation. For the purpose of this study, the researcher will elaborate only on the 

content stage of a presentation. The content construct comprises of the introduction stage, the while 

presentation stage and the conclusion stage of the content construct. The use of questionnaire survey method 

permits an understanding of the overall picture through the collection of a large amount of data within a 

short time frame (Dillman, 2002). Subsequently, interviews via the snowballing technique was carried out 

among final year technical oral presentation graduates, final year engineering lecturers, language lecturers 

and engineers who were selected as external examiners for the said presentations. These external examiners 
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were appointed by the university based on their experience in the industry. Interviews are conducted to 

clarify issues that require further explanation not available in a quantitative survey. Interviews explores the 

“range and different representations of an issue” which would not be possible in a quantitative survey 

(Bauer & Gaskell, 2000, p. 41). Interviews provide “actual words of people in the study, offer different 

perspectives and provide a complex picture of the situation” (Creswell, 2008, p. 552). Interviews were 

conducted until saturation point is achieved. The integration of both quantitative and qualitative data is a 

common feature in mixed method design (Creswell, 2008).  

The questionnaire adapted several items from various established communicative competence 

instruments by (Morreale et al., 1991) and oral presentation rubric presentation criteria by (Bradney, 

2000).The researcher applied Dillman’s (2000) four stages of pre-testing the research instrument 

(questionnaire and interview question) prior to the actual study. The four stages advocated of pre-testing 

included review by content experts, interviews with non-research participants and incorporating comments 

provided, pilot test and a final check with the non-research participants. 25 items were finally itemized for 

the questionnaire using a 5 point Likert scale rubricstarting with “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”to 

identify the linguistic and structural items in a technical oral presentation. The structural and linguistic 

contents were categorized in the content construct of the questionnaire. The questionnaire based 22 out of 

the 25 items from Bradney (2000) and 3 items from Morreale et al., (1991). The reliability and validity of 

the 25 items within the said content construct was within the acceptable range of 0.87 to 0.90.Alpha values 

recorded higher than 0.6 value can be noted as reliable items (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998; 

Malhotra, 2004). 

The content construct adapted 7 structural items for the Introduction Stage (introduction or lead-in, 

title of project presentation, problem statement, relevance of presentation, research methodology, clear 

objectives and familiarity with topic through literature review). There were 10 items adapted for the While 

Presentation Stage (clear content, ensure coherence by smooth transition, visual aids effectively used, good 

verbal communication techniques, organisation of content, format, appropriate numbering, length 

appropriate, content appropriate and summary in one or two points). The Conclusion Stage comprised 5 

adapted items (clear summary, purpose reiterated, importance repeated, inclusion of cost factor analysis, 

and closing statements). The remaining 3 items were chosen from Morreale et al., (1991) such as 

competency factor 1, 2 and 3 on topic, thesis statement and use of supporting details. The SPSS software 

was used to analyze the validity and reliability together with the mean, standard deviation and importance 

of each item.   

The study also generated views from selected participants from the academic (26 graduates; 13 

lecturers and 6 language lecturers) and professional engineering community (12 engineers). The 

participants were willing to volunteer and share their insight and experience in technical oral presentation. 

Participants were free to leave the study if they wished to do so. Each interview session lasted for about 40 

minutes. The participants were asked to give their views on the essential linguistic and structural devices 

necessary to ensure effective delivery of technical oral presentations in a formal context 
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6. Findings 

The subsequent section elaborates the said groups’ perceptions toward the content construct with 

focus on the structural competence items, a sub-set of communicative competence listed within technical 

oral presentations. Both quantitative and qualitative data are triangulated to validate the views of 

stakeholders involved in the study. 

 

6.1. Quantitative Findings 

The content construct with 25 specific descriptive items were adapted and itemized as likert scale 

statements. Statistical analysis was utilized to analyze the validity and reliability of items within each 

construct.  Table 1 on “Cronbach Alpha Values of Content Construct by Graduates and Engineers” displays 

the graduates’ and engineers’ indication toward the communicative items listed within the content 

construct. 

 

Table 01. Cronbach Alpha Values of Content Construct (Graduates and Engineers) 

 

N Size 

Content  Construct 

Introduction stage 

(7 items) 

While presentation stage 

(10 items) 

Conclusion stage 

(5 items) 

Graduates 

(N=240) 
0.87 

0.87 

 
0.79 

Engineers 

(N=66) 

0.87 

 

0.90 

 
0.90 

 

Quantitative statistical findings in Table 1 reveal alpha values ranging from 0.87 to 0.90.  Alpha 

values recorded higher than 0.6 value can be noted as reliable items (Hair et al., 1998; Malhotra, 2004).  

Table 1 on Cronbach Alpha Values of Content Construct (Graduates and Engineers) reveals the reliability 

scales recorded by the graduates and engineers. Reliability of a measure is an indication of the stability and 

consistency with which the instrument measures the concept and helps to assess the “goodness” of measure” 

(Sekaran, 2003, p. 203).  

The overall statistical findings construct suggest that both graduates and engineers attest reliable 

alpha values to the listed items deemed essential in technical oral presentations. Both groups of graduates 

and engineers indicate reliability and validity of the communicative items listed within the said construct. 

Engineers have accorded a higher reliability and validity of the said items in the while and conclusion stage 

of the content construct in comparison to the graduates’ response. The findings imply that professionals in 

comparison to graduates, accord high importance toward structural and linguistic coherence in an oral 

presentation.  

Descriptive statistics test was also applied to determine the mean rank of each item listed in the 

five constructs. Inferential tests (Mann-Whitney U test) were used to indicate possible significant difference 

of each item when comparing graduates and engineers’ response to each likert scale item.  According to 

Mcknight & Najab(2010), the Mann Whitney U test also known as the Wilcoxon rank test, tests for 

differences between two groups on a single, ordinal variable with no specific distribution (Mann & 

Whitney, 1947; Wilcoxon, 1945). In contrast, the independent samples t-test, which is also a test for two 
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groups, requires the single variable to be measured at the interval or ratio level, rather than at the ordinal 

level, and be normally distributed.  

The Mann-Whitney U test is referred to as the nonparametric version of the parametric t-test. The 

parametric t-tests and non-parametric test differs on the assumed distribution. When the data is not normally 

distributed or do not meet the parametric assumptions of the t-test, the Mann-Whitney U tends to be more 

appropriate (McKnight & Najab, 2010).In this study, the distribution was skewed to the right and not a 

normal distribution. As such the Mann-Whitney U test was used instead of the parametric t-test 

(Palaniappan, 2009).The following subsections provide a statistical analysis of the likert scale item as listed 

in the content construct of both graduates and engineers. The analysis examined the mean value of content 

construct as deemed important by the graduates and engineers and possible significant difference of content 

construct between graduates and engineers.  

As the researcher’s objective was to identify the perceptions on notion of communicative 

competence of the two focal groups, only the means was reported as it is the intention of the researcher is 

to indicate the average and not rank of items between the graduates and employers’ in the content construct 

(Palaniappan, 2007). As such the median and p value is not reported in the analysis. Instead, what is reported 

is the mean for each stage of the content construct and the significance of items within each construct. For 

the mean value accorded to the Introduction Stage Construct, the results indicate that engineers have 

accorded a higher reliability and validity of the said items (4.42) in comparison to the graduates’ response 

(4.29). This means that certain items within each construct are more important to engineers then to 

graduates as indicated in Table 2 on Introduction Stage Construct. 

 

Table 02. Mean for Content – Introduction Stage Construct 

 

Introduction Stage Construct 

 N Mean SD Mann-Whitney U Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 

Student 240 4.29 0.494 
6549.000 0.029 

Engineer 66 4.42 0.482 

 

 

However, within the said construct, 3 out of the 7 items such as “introduction or lead-in statement, 

identify problem statement and relevance in a presentation” provided important results (mean) by the 

graduates and engineers. As indicated in Table 3, the statistical analysisreveal that engineers accord higher 

importance (4.47)to “introduction/lead-in” in comparison to graduates (4.25). Both groups do concur the 

importance of incorporating an introduction or lead in a presentation, but engineers have placed higher 

importance on the said item.   

  

Table 03. Introduction/lead-in statement in a presentation 

 

Introduction in a presentation 

 Mean SD Sig Mann-Whitney U 

Student 4.25 0.619 
0.012 

Engineer 4.47 0.561 
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Items like “introduction” are more important to engineers in comparison to graduates as 

introductions or lead-in gives a synopsis of the expected presentation. This is clearly mirrors the engineers 

adherance to be brief, precise and focussed in a presentation (Marjorie, 2010). In addition for items like 

“identifying a problem statement” as indicated in Table 4, a higher level of imporatnce is indicated by 

engineers (4.59) incomparison to the graduates mean value of 4.37. It is important that a clear lead-in is 

established at the introduction stage of a presentation.  

 

Table 04. Identifying problem statement in a presentation 

Problem statement in a presentation 

 Mean SD Sig Mann-Whitney U 

Student 4.37 0.600 
0.008 

Engineer 4.59 0.526 

 

To engineers, identifying the problem statement indicates ones’ communicative competence in 

identifying the crux of the issue and the need for decision making and problem-solving ability to solve a 

problem (Venkatesan & Ravenell, 2011). Similarly, engineers accord 4.50 importance in comparison to 

graduates (4.30) mean value to “relevance in a presentation” as seen in Table 5. Graduates need to identify 

and state the problem statement clearly when presenting. For engineers, presentations are essentially 

problem-solution order type of presentations that is focused toward addressing a problem statement (Awang 

& Ramly, 2008; Newstetter, 2005). 

 

Table 05. Indicate relevance in a presentation 

Indicate relevance in a presentation 

 Mean SD Sig Mann-Whitney U 

Student 4.30 0.614 
0.010 

Engineer 4.50 0.639 

 

The findings imply that although the mean difference is quite close, engineers in comparison to 

graduates consider the importance to “indicate the relevance in a presentation” as an important element in 

ensuring communicative competence in a technical oral presentation. Engineers indicate more significance 

to the said item as it marks an essential criterion in its real world application context (Marjorie, 2010; 

Padmanabhan & Katti, 2002; Schulz, 2008). It is important that the relevance and importance of the projects 

are stated in presentations to create that connection and significance of a project.   

Graduates on the other hand, as shown in Table 6 indicate importance toward “clarifying literature 

review” as an important element in structural competence (4.07) as opposed to engineers (4.06). This 

finding is typical of graduates who place greater emphasis on detailed literature and scientific justification 

to validate a viewpoint in a presentation(Chiavaroli, 2017; Driver, Newton, & Osborne, 2000) 

 

Table 06. Clarify literature review in a presentation 

Clarify literature review in a presentation 

 Mean SD Sig Mann-Whitney U 

Student 4.07 0.810 
0.681 

Engineer 4.06 0.721 
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This difference could be accorded to graduates need for greater stress on being thorough with the 

literature review which is reflective of the legitimate peripheral participation in the academic community 

(Waljee et al., 2012).One possible implication from the data findings is graduates’ reliance on content and 

academic input on the subject matter. Even if graduates are accessible to all forms of literature, graduates 

input on introduction stage may be structured to content and data findings. This finding implies the 

theoretical underpinning of learning theory where participants’ perceptions are a result of their participation 

within communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) .  

As for the while-presentation stage, Table 7 indicates that graduates have indicated a higher 

important mean value to the said items in comparison to the engineers. The said construct although validated 

with higher reliability value (0.90) by engineers in Table 1, shows that for the mean value, graduates 

indicate slightly higher importance in comparison to engineers. This can possibly be attributed to the 

graduates’ reliance and importance placed on ensuring clarity, coherence by smooth transition, effective 

use of visual aids, good verbal communication techniques, organization of content, format, appropriate 

numbering, length appropriate, content appropriate and summary during the while presentation stage. The 

“while presentation stage” denotes the crux of the project presentation. This segment deals with the main 

content of the presentation. Graduates place emphasis on delivering the content of the findings to their 

audience.  

 

Table 07. Mean for Content – While Presentation Stage Construct 

While Presentation Stage Construct 

 N Mean SD Mann-Whitney U Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 

Student 240 4.13 0.494 
7853.500 0.917 

Engineer 66 4.09 0.565 

 

However, out of the total of 10 items listed in Table 7 of the “while presentation stage” construct, 

only 1 item provided important results (mean) while the remaining 9 items were considered as less 

important by the graduates and engineers. This means to say that although both graduates and engineers 

agree on the importance of the said items within the construct, statistical analysis reveal important 

differences on individual items between graduates and engineers. The single presentation item “ensure 

coherence within the points delivered in a presentation” as indicated in Table 8 is considered important by 

both graduates and engineers. 

 

Table 8: Ensure coherence in a presentation 

Coherence in a presentation 

 Mean SD Sig Mann-Whitney U 

Student 4.14 0.604 
0.032 

Engineer 4.30 0.701 

 

Engineers indicate more importance to the said item (4.30) on the need to “ensure coherence in a 

presentation” compared to graduates (4.14). Engineers stress on the importance of coherence as this ensures 

audience understanding of the contents. Coherence enables listeners to render effective decision making 

when listening to a presentation (Freeley & Steinberg, 2009). 
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In the Conclusion Stage Construct, inferential test indicate that engineers accord slightly higher 

importance to the 8 items within the said construct as evident in the analysis provided in Table 9.  

Table 09. Mean for Content – Conclusion Stage Construct 

Conclusion Stage Construct 

 N Mean SD Mann-Whitney U Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 

Student 240 4.03 0.453 
6777.000 0.071 

Engineer 66 4.12 0.588 

 
The single presentation item within this construct that is considered as important to graduates and 

engineers include the graduates’ ability to “include cost factor analysis in a presentation” as indicated in 

Table 10.The findings imply that although the mean difference is quite close, engineers in comparison to 

graduates consider the importance to “include cost factor analysis in a presentation” as an important element 

in ensuring communicative competence in a technical oral presentation. 

 

Table 10. Include Cost factor analysis in a presentation 

Cost factor analysis in a presentation 

 Mean SD Sig Mann-Whitney U 

Student 3.63 0.914 
0.042 

Engineer 3.86 0.910 

 

 Engineers indicate more importance to the said item “include cost factor analysis in a presentation” 

in comparison to graduates. Cost factor analysis delivered in technical oral presentations is more important 

to engineers in comparison to the graduates (Clay, 2016). What can be envisaged from the findings is that 

both engineers and graduates acknowledge the importance of the content dimension in presentations. 

However, generally, the findings emphasize that the professional community accord higher importance 

when compared to graduates. Both groups realize the importance of the said items that accelerate 

communicative competence for presenters when presenting technical oral presentation. Such items are 

deemed necessary to accelerate speaker competency and audience understanding during such oral 

communicative settings. The statistical analysis of the content construct is also reflected by some of the 

qualitative findings on the importance of structural competence in technical oral presentations by the 

stakeholders.  

 

6.2. Qualitative Findings 

The quantitative findings are corroborated by qualitative findings in the interviews with the said 

stakeholders. 

 

6.2.1. Use of Transition Words and Phrases 

Lecturers and engineers concurred on the importance of transition words and phrases to ensure 

coherence in a presentation. Both lecturers and engineers agreed to the practice of this feature to ensure 

structural competence. This view was upheld by Lecturer A, who stressed on the need for ease of transition, 

coherence and the importance of flow in the content construct. The Lecturer stated,  
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“... please pay attention to reasoning when linking points or from slide to slide…”. 

Engineering lecturers concur on the importance of transition while presenting as the lecturer B 

remarked,  

 

“…Need to remove flow chart in conclusion part. Many findings, but a poorly presented discussion, 

unable to see the continuity and conclusion”.  

 

The importance on the use of transition markers is necessary to indicate the synchronization of ideas 

and the chain of thought processes. The importance is similarly echoed in Celce-Murcia’s model of 

communicative competence in the form of discourse competence (Celce-Murcia, 2007). Transition cues are 

essential as this linguistic feature signals the graduates’ intended purpose and direction of a presentation. 

Transition words allow the audience to keep track of the smooth linking in and between slides (Anthony, 

Orr, & Yamazaki, 2007).  

The qualitative finding indicates the importance to show connection of ideas between paragraphs 

and points. Lack of such connectors creates confusion in audience understanding of presentation. Engineers 

also concurred and expressed importance on the inclusion of transition words and phrases. Graduates should 

exhibit use of transitional phrases to ensure such linkage. Both groups of stakeholders stressed the 

importance of providing transition words and phrases in written comments. This finding concurs with the 

generalized finding as provided in Table 8 which also restates the importance of linking devices between 

paragraphs to ensure the coherence of a message while communicating. Thus, structural coherence is a 

necessary linguistic dimension for engineers to comprehend when they wish to relay their message to an 

audience. Engineers need to grasp the concept of sequencing their thoughts structurally when conveying a 

message.  

 

6.2.2. Structured Explanation 

As for the structural explanation construct, lecturers indicated the need for the said construct. This 

sentiment is indicated by the statement by a Lecturer C who mentioned 

 

 “…very disorganized presentation…”  

 

This statement indicates the importance of organization in relation to the while presentation stage of 

the presentation. This finding is also in support of findings obtained in Table 8. ESL learners must be made 

aware of the importance of organization of ideas in a presentation.  

Presenters need to be structured when delivering to the said community of practice. Both lecturers 

and engineers stress the importance of connection between paragraphs. Lecturer D stated,  

 

“…I don’t know which one is your data, which one correlate, which one to fulfill your objective, so 

your result should be to meet your objective this is your data and so on. So in terms of presentation not very 

clear not very well arranged ya... and hanging without conclusion; you should have one graph for the 

conclusion...”.  
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6 lecturers expressed the need for structured explanation to familiarize audience with unfamiliar 

technical terminology. This is indicated in the excerpt by lecturer E who stated,  

 

“…with less engineering details in certain sections makes people question the validity of the work. 

When you suddenly see no details and you see some results, I would ask, “…How did you arrive at that 

stage? What are the steps?” I mean because as an engineer will have to fulfill what are the steps, how did 

you arrive at these details?...”  

 

9 graduates also indicated the importance of sectional referencing which concurs with the 

importance of oral communication guidelines which stresses on “three-part talk structure” made up of 

“opening or introduction, body or main section, and conclusion or closing” (Eunson, 2008, p. 357). This 

exemplifies the engineers’ feedback on the importance of introduction or “lead-in” in the introduction stage 

of the presentation (Table 3).It is evident that coherence is an integral element of structural competence 

which should be depicted through structural explanation in technical oral presentations (Riccomini, 2010). 

Thus, for graduates to be considered communicatively competent, it is important that graduates utilize the 

exact connectors when delivering a presentation to ensure audience understanding of a presentation. 

 

6.2.3. Technical Jargon Clarification 

Lecturers and engineers also indicated the need to provide Technical Jargon Clarification in 

presentations. Both lecturers and engineers stressed the need to provide a detailed and precise presentation. 

This sentiment is expressed by lecturers in the following excerpt where Lecturer F asks,  

 

“…What is the difference between Langmuir and Freundlich? What do you understand by these two 

isotherms?...” 

 

Lecturers stressed on precise explanation of technical terms. This form of questioning tests 

graduates’ knowledge of related key terms and concepts. Lecturers are keen to ensure that graduates’ are 

familiar with the technical key terms and possess a basic understanding of the key terms. Graduates must 

possess a wide repertoire of technical jargon and be able to utilize such terms appropriately when delivering 

a presentation.  

 

6.2.4. Holistic Explanation with Literature Review 

Engineers emphasized the importance to conceptualize data findings. Graduates need to provide a 

holistic explanation for audience understanding.  This is also indicated in the following excerpt where 

Engineer G stated,  

 

“…Give comprehensive literature review… what other people have done… what are the 

advancements…”  
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This finding concurs with the quantitative analysis in Table 6 which states the importance of stating 

relevant literature related to the context in discussion. It is essential that graduates not only validate their 

study but also be abreast and relevant in their search to ensure there is coherence when presenting their 

content. This revalidates the finding in Table 5. Engineers stressed on current research practices in the field 

of specialization. In other words, graduates must keep abreast with current research and attempt to address 

possible gaps in the discipline or field of research (Mikic & Grasso, 2002; Tenopir& King, 2004). More 

importantly, graduates must be able to provide holistic explanation of conceptual knowledge (theories, 

principles) for audience understanding of the study (Warin, Kolski, &Sagar, 2011). Graduates must be 

competent in providing relevant explanation in line with the literature chosen. This denotes the rationale 

which must be orally stated as expected in a professional setting. 

 

6.2.5. Syntax 

3 language lecturers concur on the importance of syntax in ensuring the structural competence in 

presentations. Language lecturers stressed the need to use the right syntax and sentence structure. As 

mentioned by Language lecturer H, 

 

“…the focus must not only be on engineering content but on the mechanics of the language, so if 

they would also see the importance of having graduates writing in good English with correct syntax, 

structure…” 

 

This is in line with other presentation studies that accord similar importance to syntax and sentence 

structure (Kalpana, 2017). This corroborates with the quantitative finding in Table 8. A level of proficiency 

on a good command and knowledge in stringing sentences coherently is necessary for graduates to indicate 

their communicative competence in such professional settings (Wolf et al., 2008). 

 

6.2.6. Lead In, Relevance and Evidence 

A lead in with relevant clarification and supported by scientific evidence is necessary. Lack of 

such data creates gaps and leads to a barrage of questions by lecturers who are critical of details.4 engineers 

also held a similar viewpoint. Evidence and detailed clarification is required to attain structural competence. 

This is exemplified in the following excerpt by Engineer I, 

“…I am more on looking at methodology; how the graduates solve the problem; how the graduates 

understand the problems and mention the problem statement clearly; how the graduates offer the solutions 

and explain the results; if the results are not right, they can explain why…” 

The importance of relevance is also expressed by engineers who mention of the need to familiarize audience 

with unfamiliar technical terminology. This is indicated in the excerpt by Engineer J,  

“…with less engineering details in certain sections makes people question the validity of the work. 

When you suddenly see no details and you see some results, I would ask, “…How did you arrive at that 

stage? What are the steps?” I mean because as an engineer will have to fulfill what are the steps, how did 

you arrive at these details?...”  
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Relevant lead in and detailed evidence of a finding indicates the credibility of assumptions. Lack of 

such data creates gaps and leads to a barrage of questions by lecturers who are critical of details. 4 engineers 

also held a similar viewpoint. Evidence and detailed clarification is required to attain structural competence. 

Graduates are expected to provide concise explanation for any problem statement. Even if answers are 

incorrect, engineers are interested to see the details that contribute to justification of a problem statement. 

In other words, engineers imply the need for strategic competence during a technical oral presentation 

(Celce-Murcia, 2007). 

 

7. Conclusion 

In order for graduates to accentuate communicative competence during oral communicative events, 

it is necessary that graduates possess a wide repertoire of linguistic and structural feature which needs to 

be applied within the professional context and befitting to the society. Graduates are required to accentuate 

detailed and methodological explanation and justification validated by scientific and rationale evidence in 

order to communicate a viewpoint or message in a presentation. Findings and excerpts from both 

quantitative and qualitative research tool reinstate the importance of structural and linguistic competence 

in technical oral presentations. One factor that differentiates the engineer’s input from members of the 

academic community is the stress on cost factor analysis. The issue of cost savings is of high priority in the 

professional and business oriented environment. Thus, it is important for graduates to be cost transparent 

in presentations. Graduates need to accentuate methodological and sequential structured explanations in 

order to be understood in a presentation. Such measures must be verbalized and more importantly, be 

embedded in the teaching and learning of technical presentation in the classrooms. Presentations must also 

factor in the need for explanation of technical terminology with relevant literature. In addition, details are 

required to validate the assumptions or conclusions of findings. To engineers, the lack of which warrants 

further questioning and clarification. It is envisaged that when such structural competency features are 

applied in the content construct of a technical oral presentation, better understanding is achieved by 

members of a technical or non-technical audience in a professional context. In conclusion, graduates need 

to verbalize such structural and linguistic competence in order to be considered as being communicatively 

competent during such professional context. 
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